아이레이저랩
We serve the experience you need, and the quality you deserve......

“The most complete and technologically
Advanced solution in SKIN TONING & SKIN LIFTING.”

WAVELENGTH

755nm

PULSE DURATION

5ms ~70ms (Adjustable)

CONTROL

10.4” touch screen LCD

CONTAC TIP

Sapphire contact chill tip

SPOT SIZE

15mm x 15mm

MAX REPETITION RATE 1Hz ~ 10Hz

Alexandrite laser
advantages

SKIN COOLING

Semiconductor method (0°C ~5°, adjustable)

DIMENTION

350(W)x400(L)x950(H) mm

WEIGHT

50kg

+
Without
consumables

Integrating the most advanced technology in dealing with skin lifting and pigmentation,
GENESIS ALEX guarantees the highest level of effectiveness & safety during treatment.
This incomparable benefit makes GENESIS ALEX as the only alexandrite laser with zero
treatment cost, giving the doctor the advantage in challenging with the ongoing
competition in pigmentation and lifting fields.
At the same time, GENESIS needs practically no consumables, which allows the doctor to
ensure zero based treatment cost.

2F, 325-2, Ttukseom-ro, Seongdong-gu,
Seoul, Korea 04779
T: +82-2-465-2990~1
+82-2-499-5573
F: +82-2-465-2911
ilaserlab@ilaserlab.com
ilaserlab@naver.com
www.ilaserlab.com

The absolute

GAME CHANGER FOR SKIN LIFTING
& SKIN TONING
GENESIS ALEX is a new, technologically advanced ALEX Laser for skin lifting & pigmentation,
which combines conventional alexandrite laser with the advanced technology of diode laser.
The wavelength of 755nm in GENESIS Alex enhances the energy absorption rate in the melanin,
and its large spot with integrated cooling system, guarantees even faster, painless and effective treatment.
GENESIS ALEX is offering a complete and technologically advanced solutions in treatment of
superficial pigmentation, ensuring the highest level of effectiveness and safety for every skin photo-type.
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ALEX 755nm wavelength:
Ideal wavelength for pigmentation

GENESIS ALEX integrates the most advanced and patented technology
and guarantees the highest level of safety and performance during treatment

GENESIS ALEX laser system can successfully treat a wide
range of cosmetically undesirable benign pigmented lesions
without damaging adjacent tissues around melanin,
by emitting of trains of micro sec unit ON-TIME
755nm wavelength

SPEED UP TO 10HZ

Saves both doctor’s and patient’s valuable time.

ANY KIND OF PHOTOTYPE,
ANY TIME IN YEAR
Safe treatments for all phototypes,
all year round, due to gradual heat
accumulation technology.

PRACTICALLY PAINLESS TREATMENT
In-motion technology combined with Alexandrite.

TOTAL COVERAGE

With large spot size of 15mm x 15mm,
GENESIS ALEX covers every targeted
area during treatment.

CONTACT COOLING

maintains skin temperature at desired levels
throughout the whole treatment.

